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IntrodutSion

The following report introduces the reader to a category
of visual descriptions that, by virtue of their simplicity and
elegance, may represent a major step in vision research. First
attempts at descriptive formalisms almost unerringly produce
systems that bog down. in their own generality and apparent powers
restrictions to classes of objects are viewed as a compromise
of reality in its evasive detail. Unfortunately this leads to
the eventual mapping out of important structural information
from the aspiring formalian and, hence, a need for other power-
ful proceedures for recovering this loss.

This presentation is of a simple, specific structural
descriptive formalism which will hopefully convince the reader
of the existence of other descriptions of the same flavor and

disposition. This particualr type of description has been con-
sidered by others, notably J.M. Hollerbach and G.J. Agin (Stan-
ford); the fact that this work proceeded indendently of the
above can be offered as evidence for the ripeness and importance
of these ideaps

This Vision Flash reproduces a portion of my term paper
for 18#436J-61544J (Minsky, Papert). The reader will notice that
roughly the first 20 paragraphs plus all three appendices are
missing-since these paragraphs were of an expository-introduct-
ory nature (intended for those totally unfamiliar with vision
research). The appendices, on the other hand, were of a more
technical nature and were judged auxilliary to the main point
of the paper.

In reading this report it is suggested that paragraphs
22-25 not be taken seriously since they deal with a, hopefully,
minimally functional aspect of the visual system. Paragraphs
26-34 present a paradigm of a type of description that'appears to

be of considerable importance in vision re•wt#s ,



7. The major theme of this paper is that a

a), complex visual descriptions are built from a

small number of primitive shapes, using a very

• small number of simple constructions
b), these primitive shapes are used as a kind of

indexing system by which the high-level des-

criptions are accessed

c), when people view a scene they recognize these

primitive shapes, and perhaps clues about the

possible construction, thus conditionally recog-

nizing the object via the indexing system
d), the primary process of visual recognition is

description verification rather than description
building folbwed by pattern matching (that is,

the primitive shapes access a description via the

indexing which results in verification or further
accessing-perhaps using a kind of Winston semantic
memory as well as the primary indexing)

e), typically people have sufficient reason to access

a description prior to viewing, or soon thereafter,
which allows them to rapidly verify the correspon-
dence between and description. Thus a recognition

is made wherein the feeling of "seeing everything"
is actually a feeling of "having accessed the

correct description"

f), people have a'very good understanding of the

3-dimensional consequences of their descriptions

and find it quite difficult to locate objects

unless they can understand "what they look like"

g), this understanding is partly built into the

structure of the construction and partly due to
a sort of internal model of the object'

h), therefore "seeing" is "recognizing".



10, iahe•,simplest form of visual perception is verification,

simple both in terms of computational complexity and time require*

ments. Let us illustrate this point somewhats
Suppose we have a husband coming home after his wife has

retired for the night. Though he is interested in knowing whether

she is indeed in bad, but fearing to turn on the -light, he looks

at the white -pillow and sees a dark, undefined profile. Since this

is where his wife usually is, and since he saw what he expected to

see, he concludes'that he has "seen. that his wife is in bed".
Although there are imaginatively many.possible things that could

have caused him to be deceived in this judgement, he stands firm

in his conviction.
Here the verification proceedure is very simples if feature

f is present, return T, otherwise NIL.

20. In general any object can be adequately represented as
a line drawing where the lines are indications of certain features
that we want to emphasizoe sc o n

a), boundaries of maximun contrast form lines
b), color changes create lines
c),iedge and roof effects form lines
d), shadows cause lines.

Lines are natural representations for objects in that they allow
for a great deal of simplicity.·and translate into reasonable visa
ual detection programs (line finders etc.)

21. It is usually assumed that people employ a sophisticated
proceedure,-for: -reog~Jzing objects 'a in A. Oft- ,Ld atify many
different objects as examples of a single description.,.For example
Figure 21.1 is identified as a box even though it has a protruding
lids

FIG. 21.1



We conjecture, and this is perhaps one of the main points of the
paper, that people have a built in mechanism for approximation
via certain pseudo-collinearity heuristics and the like. Also
some characteristics of an object are ignateadduring the recognition
phase.

Line drawings (and their close relatives to be discussed)
can be an appropriate vehicle for this type of behaviour, Therefore
we will now begin a presentation of a formalism for shape description.

22. (Suggestions do not get discouraged by the next few sections
as they contain the low level shape primitives) First we have the
definition of a line as follows:

L-(n (L1:) F1,F2 F 3 (L2))

n is the line number, for use in other constructions
L.=(vl,v 2) which are the initial and final vertices of the

line L

Fl is a feature indicating either a straight line or a
curved line. Here we have several attractive possibilitiess

F, can be an ordinary straight line which need only be
realized in an actual visual scene as an approximation
to a straight line (i.e. a wavy -line). Denoted by 'SS

Ff, can be an exact straight line. In other words L has
to be straight to within a pre-determined tolerance.
Denoted by eSt'e

F1 can indicate a curved line in several ways. Though
people have the general feeling that they have a great
deal of sophistication with respect to curved lines,
experience indicates that only a small number of
curved line types are distinguishable. That is, even
with circles only a few radii are outstandings and alm
most all non-circles can be satisfactorally approx-
imated by a sequence- of circle arcs. Thus the following



formalism:

if PF is a circle we write
F1 /(C,r,ft) where C indicates a circle and r
either singles out one of the pre-determined radii
or is equal to the atom 'T' which allows the line
to be a circle of any radius, fI"ox" or "v" for
convex or concave with the obvious line orientation,
if F1 is a non-circle we write
FI=(N, L1, (rofr ,f 1 ),...,(rn fr fn)) where

N indicates non-circle, Lt gives the line orient-

ation (Typically the line orientation is the order
in which the vertices appear in the line def-
inition; but we may want to change that here),
r .is the radius indicator for the first circle
in the sequence as above, frl is the approximate

fraction of arc-length for the first circle in the
( - sequence (which can be equal to the atom- ''),

fl is as above, and the remaining elements are
the members of the sequence (n in all). Thus the
third through the n+3rd list elements are the
circles in the approximation.

F2 is a feature indicating line equalities ,(within a tolerance))

F2 *(Zip R1 L,0000Rnt )
E indicates that all lines labelled E have the same
distande" between their vertices
EP'indicates that all lines labelled EP have the same
length along their paths
R'is a relationL.>4 , or a rational number r•s •>)
indicates that the length of L-•(-) the length of Li

ri thdicates that rIL ILjL.j (along their paths)
F3 is a feature indicating parallel lines (within an approximation)

F3 i or



PI indicates that all lines so labelled are set.
the straight lines connecting their vertices are
parallel.

PP indicates that all lines so labelled are par-

allel along their paths.
Examples

L2 =a list of angle specifications. Each element of this list
has the formats

(LIAi) which indicates that the angle between the
line Li and L is Ai degrees , (within an approxi-

mation). Or Ai can be RAi where R= and ini
dicates that the angle is less than or greater
than.

23. Now we can present the general definition of a line draw-
ing description.

Du((L ) (L2) (RI))
L  is the list of lines
L2 is the list of sharp corner vertices (here we
assume that we do not want sharp corners unless we
specify them).

R1 is the list of lines that constitute an opaque surface
type.

where LieeoooLn are the lines defining the region

and S is either "concave" or "convex". We feel
that surface types need not be very complex since
people are outstandingly poor at describing them.
We hope that the final recognition routine will
be able to allow this specification to work nat-

urally.
Rl"implied" which means that the surface is curved
the way that its defining lines indicate.
For example, suppose we have the three regions
shown in Figure 23.1, and we attach them as in-
dicated. Then we will get the profiles in Figure 23.2.
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Thus R2 is convex (i.e. comes up out of the page).
If R1, R2 , R3, R4 were as in Figure 23.3, the prow
files would be given by Figure 23.4, where R1 and
R3 are convex at one end and flat at the other.

24. Once we have the possibilty of line descriptions we pot-
entially have the power tp provide a representaion for any specific
object we would want to identify. However, it would be inconvenient
to be required to spell out in detail every line of every description
even thpugh the one we want is a simple combination of descriptions
already available.

For this purpose we need a series of subroutines with the
following capabilitiess

1. Given D1, D2 attach them along given linesal
2. given D19D2 attach them at given surfaces;
3. given D1 ,D2 attach a given line of D1 to a given

surface of D21
4. given D19D2 attach them at given pointal and
5. given D1,D2 attach a given point of D1 to a given line

or surface of D2.
Towards these ends one of these routines has been conceived;

namely, to accomplish11. & this routine is called ATTACH, and the
details are given in Appendix 11. Essentially what this subroutine
does is to disjointify copies of the same decription, if necessary,
and append them along the appropriate liness the bulk of the comp-
utation is disjointification and the correct propagation of the
features of the identified lines.

For example

BL 6 I



We want to attach anoth"r copy of 01 to this D1g say we want
to identify line L3 of the first copy with line L1 of the second
copy. First we disjointifys

".5;

Now we attach D1 to DI by identifying L3 with L4. We gets

The notation used to accomplish this ist
(lambda(x,y)(ATTACH(xL 3 ,yL ))(D1 D1 )

We can attach more than two descriptions with the same calli for
instance$

(lambda(xyz) )(ATTACH(yL 3,x•)(zL , yL4)(zL2.xL4))(D 1 ,D D1 )
where D, is a square produces the familiar oblique view of a cubes

D A

DIo L, No LY CL



25. At this juncture we 'reach a sort of theoretical dilemma"
we find that very few objects with which we are visually fame
iliar are, seemingly, represented by complex lists of lines and
relations between thems yet when we~are pressed further and further
towards the primitives of our visual world, we find that lines
(representing contrasts, edges, etc.) are the only means for des-
cription.

We also find the great difficulty for people to deal with Test
E, which requested the subject to decipher a line description of
the type mentioned in Section 24. However, in this case it is dif-
ficult to shift the blame from the shoulders of possible internal
representationst ,that os, very little visual knowledge appears to
be organized into sentences (or schematics), and when presented

with such a ddscriptions we are forced to translate it into a suit-
able internal representation before we can 'understand' the ob-
ject. (Remarks subjects were observed drawing the figure in the air
with their fingers; some asked to be allowed to draw it.)

The solution seems to be to introduced certain 'compJied'
primitive descriptions and a set of construction mechanisms for
building. with theml we have already seen the first of -these mech-
anisms in the ATTACH group of Section 24. Next we will extend them
and begin to supply a set of modifiers for the descriptions.

26. There is an extremely important group of constructions for
objects, of which Hollerbach's projective approach. is, perhaps, a
special cases we have chosen to call them "suspensions" due to their

similarity to certain topological constructions.
We have noticed that, when asked, people agree that the essence

of a cylinder is a circles that if we slice a cylinder perpen-

dicular to its axis, the. cross s..ection. is. a. circle*. Similarly,
the essence of a box is a rectangle. In- fact this is basically
the foundation for the claim that the projective approach, is natural.

However, this naturality, though genuine, is not expressed
in its most general terms. For example, .a cone is again based on



a circle in a simple manners-as is a tetrahedron to a square.
Furthermore, if we slice off the top of a cone and look at the
remainder, we are still left with the essential "circleness".

Thus we can proceed to give the 0th order approximation to

the definition of a suspensions

DefinitSions Let D1 ,D2 be two descriptions such that D1 ,D2
are homeomorphic to the unit square (in suitable topologies),

then ~aa(DID 2 ) is the following objects
D1 is one face, D2 is the opposite face, and the middle

is filled itr in the simplest manner.
Unfortunately this definition leaves quite a bit to the imagination,

and, admittedly, much needs to be worked out to complete the

definition. We will attaempt to make the intention of .-the definttin

clear via exampless
Exa 1* Susp(circle circle)wcylinder

Exams l 2. Susp(pointcircle.)ucone

JMAjJ 3. Susp(point# square.)stetraheron

Exasle 4. Susp(rectanglearectangle)mbon or block

Exam 5.- Susp(circlet c ircle2 )d cone :4th the top

sliced off., diam(circle1 Cdia m(circle2 )

Igng s 6. Susp(squareptriangle)-

Sometimes it &ight be useful to have some additional notation or
footnote to a suspension. For instance, a cube is an example of

a special suspension of two squares. But if .e vrcteas

Susp(square, square)

we would not know, first of- all, that the first square is the



same as the second square. We could either write the desired
description as

(lambda(x•(Susp(x,x))(square) or as
Susps(square) whore ISusps' denotes a self-suspension.

The first notation is more general and adaptable, so we choose it.
However, even 1. loses, since:it describes a box with square

ends, not necessarily a cube* We could add the proper notations

(lambda(x))(Susp(xx))(square)(all E )

which means that all construction lines used. to fill out the des-
cription have the notation 'E1 ' attached, where El is the length
notation required for the sides of the squares.,

For the sake of some generality we can modify the notation
tos

(lambda(x))(Susp(x 1 ,x))(square) which points
put that the equality featftre is inherited from the first description.

We now list a set of further modifications to this notation.
A. When we say Susp(squareosquare) we think of the situations

rather than&

orI



We could state which vertice•l of the first description are closer
to the plane of the second, or we could use the deviance from the
perpendicular of the descriptions from the axis between them, as
well as the torsion away from the "normal" position.

B, Given two descriptions in the.- suspeat oawe might to in-
dicate which is larger.

Susp(D1 -D2) or Susp(xey)(DI-D 2)

(Note t (lambda(x))(Susp(xE ,x)) (square)uSusp(squareEl-square) )
C. Suppose wev nt to describe the followings

1... or 2.

A natural way might be,

1. Susp(point•.circle,point)
20. Susp(circle,point :eircle,pointcircle)

or perhaps s
(lambda(x,y))(SUSp(xy,x,y,x))(circiepoint)

D.* Finally we might wat to describes,

Here we would want separate descriptors for the individual

filler lines which could be appended. to the suspension it-

self. Or we might want to be .able to make, statements about

the shape of the profiles (with symetry: modifigrs).

More on suspensions will be said later. .



26.1 We can give a precise mathematical representation of
the notion of a suspension as it now standes

Definition. Let Di ,D be two descriptions as above. Let
DI,D2 be realizations of them in three*dimensional Euclidean
space such that the' best approximating planes are parallelB
Spoint. x, in Df and .potnt, y, in DO, let Lxy be the set
of points in the straight line joining x and y. Let
L-U(Lly) over all such x, y. Then the Euclidean realization
of Susp(D1,D2 ) is given by the points DO U DO U L.

27. We are now ready to begin discussing perhaps the most im-
portant of our descriptive notions, the skeleton. Now we want to
be careful not to confuse this with the skeltal pairs of Calabi
and Hartnett., They have developed a mathematical theory of skeletal
pairs which extends the approach of Blum (bd partially explored b7
Krakauer). Very informally, a skeletal pair is a pair (S,q) where
S is a set, called the skelton, and q is a map, called the quench
function. Given a set A, its skeleton S consists of those points, x,

in A such that the minimum distance from x to the complement of
A, A, occurs at two points. In other words, let y be one of the
points in A such that no other point in A is closer to x than yp
if y is not unique, then xES. The quench function q, is merely tzh
minimum distance map. Calabi has shown:

Definitions Let A be any set. The Convex Hull of A (denotee

CH(A)) is the smallest convex set containing A.

Definitions Let A be any set. The Convex Deficiency of A
(denoted by CD(A)) is the set A-CH(A) (or CH(A)/A).

Theorems A and A' have the same skeletal pair iff they have the
same convex deficiency.

Theorems Let (Sq) be a skeletal pair. Then the interior



of S is empty.

Examesg CaLa• Skeletin s

£M" 2L ~~k J aa1

So

S.

(Notes this example illustrates our informal presentations
actually S is empty here, but this fact does nott effect us.
Furthermore, the skeleton of a set is empty if f its convex
deficiency is.) .,..

A=

Sm

(p



As

Montanari has developed distance algorithms that compute Calabi

skeletons of gray-scale pictures, but here we want to diverge.

The notion of skeleton we want is simpler .. but not as precise.

EfSa BA s
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So * or empty

A=

SM

As

S K

The Oth order approximation to the definition of a skeleton ist
Definition# Let A be any set. If A 'can be approximated' by
a set of 'long, thin cylinders', let S be the set of center

lines of them. Otherwise S- is empty,. We stipulate, that these
approximations be from within the set when possible.

Exactly how such approximations are to be specified is. not clear
at this points perhaps it is best to give a second, motivational

definition of the concept t
Depinitignt-Let. A be any set. Then the set of,-eye scanig"
of A is the skeleton of A.

However, no matter what method is decided upon for the computation
of skeleta, it should be flexible enough to allow. us to expect both

of these interpretations:



A*

S21

With the former being preferred.

But if As

then we might. want the preference to- b* oversed.
In any case, a suitable computaton.al definition of skeleton nedds
to (and we believe can be) decided upon to capture our intuitive
notion of it.

For now we will only concern ourselves with- the naturality
of skeleta and their uses*.

First consider Tests D and G in Appendix IIls every subject
located the "X" immediatelyg, which would seem to indicate that
people have a natural skeleti o mechanism. Likewise, the ,M'!" in
the second test was rapidly located even though a key section of
it was obscured. Also peoples' ability to read unusual styles of
script points out that this notion is reasonable.

28. Now we return to suspensions, which can be generalized



quite a bit now that 'skleta-have been introduced.
Sometimes we might want to define an object in terms of a

skeleton but with a certain quench function. Often this function
can be adequately described by means of a suspension. For example,
suppose qe want to describe the object in Test .lc.c Clearly it
is both a "U" and a cylinder. Thus

=(lambda(x))(Uusp(tskel("U"),x,x))(circle)

*(lambda(x) )(Susp(skel ("-%- 0).,xox))(eircle)

(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line),xox))(skel(Q..L") is a description of

and of

And (lambda(x))(Susp(skel(circle)}x,x))(circle) is a doughnut I
Thus. the general form of a suspension is.
((lambda(xl ... .x))(Susp(skel(S ).x ,i fLALtxi A2 torl skel(S 2 ),

q**oxt w: se9trY )(·E .. .))(X; *R ex 2"$NJ 9Rqq+19ft. JI 2 '
"," , J "' • '""' X 4 ... q +1'q''

where Si are skeleta
Di are planar decriptions
Ri are length relations

C~S~F~



fi are length relationsaon the suspension lines (we are referring
to the length along the center lines of the sKeta)
And f i#empty implies fi is empty, J odd.

' J+1

4i are the angles bteween the plane of the description and
'the center line of the skeletono

tori are the torsions of the suspension lines.

(Notes we have not addressed the considerations in Section 26. D.)

For examples

(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line) ,x,45,x,900 ,450) ) (square)

is a twisted box with the front tilted back 45.0
In general default values will be the obvious ones.

(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line),x;fl ,x450 ))(square) is a simple
twisted cube.

(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line),x,45°ox))(square) is

( lambda(x))(Susp(skel("U") ,x,x))(square) is

However, even though we have a great deal of jower Aisd generality,
most uses of suspension and skeleta will only exploit.a small
fraction of this power, and we will often drop many of these fea-
tures. (We can indicate these normally.dropped features as pro-
perties of the dummny variables of the suspension, which can be

left empty. Thus we canb alter the general form of the suspension tot



((lambda(x, ....,xn oe ))(Su(s kel(S ),xl 9xi2,skel(S2 )**)

(D1 o,.. ,Dn)(Dj1 ,R ,Dj2, 0 ,Djq Rj*Djq+÷I

where everything is as above and
prop(xl )f I
prop(x2 )f 2
prop(f1 )'A
jprop(A )utor, etc.

We also allow the final list to be dropped.)

28o1, We can, if we want, add some modifiers to a suspension,
the effect being to emphasize either the skeleton or the base
descriptions (the Di above). So suppose we hkveWa

D( lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line ) ,x,x))(cir le)

Then Long(D) implies that skel(line) is the dominant feature.
While Short(D) implies that iircld is important, and that

skel(line) is indeed short.

Likewise these modifiers can be applied to other constructions;
perhaps some otherasshould be added to this list.

29. A further means of construction is the Rotation, whose
usefulness has not yet been determined except as a shorthand for
certain classes of suspensions. Suppose we have a planar description,
DI then we can roatate it about a pre-determined axis. For instances

Rot(circle )sphere
Rot (square)=

Rot(triangle)



The suspension to which-Rot(circle) corresponds isa

Lim ((lambda(x))(Susp(skel(circle I).x))(circle 2))diam(circled)-o0
Rot(circle)is a much better notationl

30. Lastly we have the very important modifier, Holes which
inserts a hole into an object. The data necessary ares

as which face the dhole enters
b. which face the hole exits (or how far into the object

the hole extends)
c. how big it is

do where in the entry and exit faces the hole is located

e. what shape the hole is.

The final condition is easily specified by describing the hole as

if it were a solid object (i.e. the hole could be cylindrical)
and by noting which regions are invisible (the "hole" part).

Thus we haves
Hole(Dp0D29F1 9F2e Size.LocpLoc2)

where DI is the object description
D2 is the hole descriptions *(D.R1 ,R2 ) -D is the description

and R1 ,R2 are the invisible regions of D

FI is the entry face in D1 (R1 is in F1 )
F2 is the exit face (can be "opposite" when D1 is a

suspension and F1 is one of the end descriptions
in the suspension.) or a percentage of the distance

through the object that the hole extends

Size is the size of the hole. at the entry face (the hole

description implies the exit size)

Loc1 is the location of the hole in the entry face

Lo 2 io the location of te,. hole ,* the eait facer.

If D is a suspension., . usually fefers to one of the' end descrip-

tionas or it is "susp" to indicate one of the suspension ..faces



(we also append, if desiredt the line and the description which forms
part of the entry and exit regions. We suspect that this speci.
ficity is not useful in many cases).

Size is in terms of a percentage of the entry face (default is

slightly less than 50%)
Loc1,Loc 2 are "center" by default and either simply ."ffcenter"
or a line(s) specification to indicate the closest line in the

face to the hole.

let D=(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line),.xy))(square)

then Hole(D,Dgsquare,oppositentilniluil) iss

But Hole (D,Dgsquareopposite,90.nilnil) is,

(We can drop the terminal hilsA)
Let CYL=(lambda(x))(Susp(skel("U"),x.x))(circle)

then Hole(CYL,.CYL,circle,opposite,90) is s

Let cylinder-(lambda(z))(Susp(skel(line),xx))(circle)



Hole(cylindercylinder eircle,90,90) is

Hole(cyltinderscylitndersusp) is

Hole(DD, sqtureopposite.,niloffcenteroffcenter) is#

Notice, though, that we cannot describe with the available
m11a 4 oa e a

Thus, in our formalism we must allow for the specification of
orientation of the hole and the object with respect to each other.
For now we will denote this by letting D2 -(Deansg) So that the

previous example is Hole(D,(D,450 ),squareopposite)

~arlrrl·~r~ r



Here are some more examples of suspensionst

(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(square),x,x))(square)s

(lambda(x,y))(Susp( kel(line)x,y))(squareceirele)

(lambda(x))(Susp(line)(x,x))(triangle)

(lambda(x,y))(Susp(skel(line)xy))(iquare, o4aake) (xty)

(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(triangle),x,x))(triangle)

D1 Hole(square square)

(lambda(x,y))(Susp(skel(eL"),x,y))(D 1 ,D1 )(x y)

30.1



31. Now we come to the topic of models, where by 'model' we
restrict ourselves to the notion of a knowledge Jystem through which
we can obtain facts about a particular visual description not ex-
plicity mentioned in that description. For us these facts will only
be about what views we can bxpect an object to have, and what shape
the visible faces will have.

Since we have several types of description, we are faced with
several different problems. For instance, if we describe a cube as

12 lines, 6 faces, 8 vertices with various relations between them,
there is no obvious means of determining that, at most, three of
these faces can be visible at one time, nor can we understand how
the invisible faces are obscured (neither do we a priori know that
the 'square' faces are now parallelograms).

People have some versatility in this area, .but not nearly as
much as commonly supposed. For if we were to present this same
description to a person he would be baffled (though it is really

not a fair task). But a person could do it, and, since it is one of



the basic types of description available to the machine, it will
have to do it as well. Here we would expect that our visual under.
standing system to construct a model in E , much as a person would
have to 'visualize' the object. It is not a trivial problem, but
certainly not insurmountable. A second obvious technique for ob-

taining the sort of information we want is to provide, as a part
of the description, a list of the possible views. This approach
is redundant, though we may want to investigate it with respect
to the problem of abstracting delcriptions from actual views of
objects.

Once the model in E3 has been determined we can begin rotating
the object systematically to dompute some of the possible un-
ique views. .We need not discover all of them since the recognizer
will have access to these routines if it becomes necessary to

find a particualr one. Naturally the system must have the capability
of deciding which lines are vtsible and which are invisible from
a given viewpoint.

In Appendix 1 we have developed a fairly clever predicate

for visibility (which is perhaps t only possibly elegant. result

obtained). It is currently designed. to work with straight line

drawings, however the general algorithm.is easily extendable to
curvilinear dkwaings with a modification of an.,intersect ion.
subroutine.

Thus the general strategy is to systematically "imagine" the

object from various viewpoints and note the unique views until

we get no;. new views between two unique ones (a binary type search).
Hopefully we would not be required to determine visibility

from aratch with each new view, iince we can pay attention to
those lines that are close to pos8ible obscuring .6gtons. So
when we make a comparatively small rotation, e0, we can leave the
visibility flags as in the previous view and then spend time
checking the dangerous points'(one heuristic might be to watch
lines partially obscured and those connected to tcally obscured



lines)o
For example, suppose we have the views

when we rotate counterclockwise we need onle watch lines L1 and
L2 (and possibly L3*L4, and LS).

7

However, very few of our descriptions are of the line draw-

ing variety most are structural or involve attachments of known
descriptions. Therefore we can expect that the views of some of
these structures are predictable and that, if a model is needed,
its construction is simplified by our knowledge of the structure
of the description (which would be a more realistic model of
human behaviour as well as being a simple solution to our problem).

32. The first example of the kind of savings we .have in mind
occurs with attchments.

Suppose that we decide to only store away visibility and

views at a small number of different angles, Now assume that we
ATTACH two objects for which these views.. have been determined,
and suppose we want to determine the visibility of this compound
object at one of the stored angles. At worst we need. only compute

the cross*tiiLbilitt4es; that is we need only consider how each
object obscures the other. If we know cert4in features about each

and how they are attached, even this much work is unnecessary.

For example, if both objects are convex and one is on top of the

L
k ,



other (and we are viewing from above), we need only consider how
the top object hides part of the bottom object.

33. In the case of suspensions the situation may be much
simpler. Assume we have a typical suspension with a linear skel-
eton and only two base descriptions,D1 D2 . Now the views we ex-
pect are quite simplet

a, we can see only D1 unless D2 . D1
b, vice versa
c, we can expect to see D1, some filler faces, and a rear

profile of D2
d# vice versa
e, we can expect to see the filler faces and side views of

D1 and D2

For example, let DeD2 ' E5223

Considers (lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line),x,x))(Di)

Then the views are .

a,b

cd e~c.

~E33 tzzZ2J eT~i.

*,



The reader can try drawing some views of a linear suspen-
sion and see for himself how mechanical and simple it is.

(lambda(x,y))(Susp(skel(line),x,y))(traaigle,,triangle)(x y)
Some of the views area

:\JI
~mM~E.

For non-linear skeletons in a suspension we can make similar
predictions about visibility.

(lambda(x))(Susp(skel(."L") ,x,x))(square-)

If the skeleton is non-linear (but not a loop) then we can expect
a view where both base descriptions are visible, neither are vis-
ible (depending on the skeleton), the filler lines plus rear
profiles may be visible, and etc. The filler lines are a simple
product of the skeleton and the base descriptions.

In general our conjecture is that suspensions have a certain
modular structure for its visibilities that are somewhat indepen-
dent of the specifics of the suspension, and. we need. only plug
in particular modules from the suspension to. obtain the. desired
information. Especially if the system has only. a small number of
skeleta for use in its suspensions, these structures are likely
to be very simple. Thus whenever we specify a new suspension def-
inition, to be put into the system, we create a set of view -structures
that have certain details filled in accordding to the .actual sus-

pension. Some of these structures can be eliminated by the.. sus-

88



pension, others created. 7

For example, for linear suspensions we can expect these

different viewd unless D1 ,D2 or vice versa .

as,
1

O,0

which get filled in by (lambda(x))(Susp(skel(line),x,x))(D I ) as
shown earlier. However, in these .schemesmforthis example- views

b and c are identical, thus we dr6p onel we also notice that view

a contains a line in the rear profile of D, that is obscured, so

we modify the views to include this new ones.

For suspensions with skel("'L), we can expects

si~ecA.'~F P-o 00D,)

side(D)uside view of D

prof(D)*rear profile of D
'ce indicates a corner,

e, D.

lit

.&I*Ji

tide , I)



For suspensions with a loop skeleton we can expect a top,
a side, and an oblique view where the top view is the shape of
the loop, the side reflects the way the base descriptions effect
the filler lines, and the oblique view is a product of the two.

33.1 Sometimes we might not be willing to accept certain
views though they have be found to be possible. For instance,
the following are views of a cubes

But since they are seen so rarely we do not readily accept them,
as was shown in Test H. Because these views can only occur for
very specific angles, this may be the correct heuristic. to use
in eliminating them.

34. The views of a rotatation are trivials top and bottom
views are circles, all side views are the base description.

Views need not be computed for skeleta due to the proccess

by which they are recognized.
Holes are essentially straightforward.

35., The final concept needed for real object recognition can

be called perspective: that is, a, ahow the shape of a. face is
distorted due to viewing angle, b, how classical perspective
further distorts this shape.

Thus the first part deals with the phenomengaof foreshort-
ening and angle mutilation, while the second. deals with the be.
haviour of parallel lines and vawious other length distortions.

.We can, ,of course, solve the problem explicitly by. perfoW•
ing perspective projection in our models, but this. requires a
great deal of abstraction from. particualrs, which is probably
not done by people anyway. Recall, also, that models, thus far,



have only been used to discover the possible views of an object.
Here we want to known things like what a square looks like from
and oblique angle. A more likely situation is that people only
understand things like "squares become parallelograms; circles
become ellipses" etc.

Thus we can allow a few rules such as this plus some classical
perspective hints like.

a, converging lines may be parallel and are further away
closer to the convergence.

b, adjacent faces with inconsistent convergence imply sep-
arate planes and different ort6ntation.

c, parallel lines whose length is consistent with the con-
vergence may be of equal absolute length.

d, similar convergence implies parallel planes.

may be parallel .may be equal

R2 is not in the same plane as RI



36. At last we come to fhe recognizer. For the purposes of
this paper the recognizer will only be called upon to locate a
specified object in a scene, but we will also inplude a scenario
for how the object descriptions could be used in a general vis-
ual system.

First of all we provide the system with a set of primitive
descriptions, includings

a, Triangle (several types)

b, Rectangle

c, Square
d, Parallelogram

e, cQu4ddLlats& 1

f, Circle
g, Ellipse
h, n-agons 5-Un.N (some small N)

.is Sphere, each of
which will be referred to by name, but whose essence is a primitive
line description. We also provide some useful skeletas

a, various letters of ..he alphabet -like

O,T,L,UXY,S,W,C

b, I ,line,wavy lines of various kinds

Now we start inputting descriptions..into the system via line

description, attachments, suspensions, rotations, holes, and skejetat

at each point the system calculates some of the views possible and
indexes the whole collection roughly as follows#

a, In a line description we index under the prim-

itives mentioned plus all faces. If no primitives

are mentioned, we can match for them,

b, In a simple suspension
if the skeleton is not a loop it is in-

dexed under the end or base .descriptions

and the skeleton.



if the skeleton is a loop it is indexed
only under the skeleton.

In a regular suspension (with more that one
skeleton) it is indexed under the indices it
would have if it were a string a simple sus-
pensions.

c, In a rotation we ind6x under. "circle" plus the
base description,

d, In a skeleton we index under the sk61Uton.

e, In an attachment we index.
let 11 be the index of D,
let 12 be the index of D2

if we have ATT~ Ei4p9j..) where faces fl,.0,,fn
are identified, then we index under 11 U 12
(fo 190*f'O

f, I

ft In a mofified suspension we index under the
appropriate features

LONG(D) indexes under the skeleton
SHORT(D) indexes under the base descriptions.

These indices allow us to access descriptions having a.particular
outstanding feature* Later we may want to augment this memory by
having semantic pointers from some to others structurally related.
(Notes this indexing scheme may .need to be modified and is only

intended as a hint. at the proper arrangement.)



37. Here we deal with th'6 recognizer with reppleti-to' these
indexed descriptions (we have left out a section that dealt with
certain unindexed descriptions-basically complex line descriptionse
which used special outline heuristics that took advantage of the
ability of the vidissector to track boundary lines where there is
a sharp contrast. However, these techniques seemed inappropriate
to the purpose of outlining a general theory of visual recognitioni
it may well be that it will become advantageous to pursue them
further when the time comes for a system to be implemented. Es-
sentially the proceedure was to find an outline and see if some
subset of it coul4 form the outline of the object in question.
However, the proceedure was somewhat obscure and appeared to be
extremely unnatural.). In particular we will consider only short
suspensions and line descriptions. We will also only mention a

few of the features of the recognizer.

The basic strategy is very simples we search the scene for
one of the basic descriptions occurring in the description we

wish to instantiates these basic descriptions are, of course, the

ones under which the description is indexed. Thus suppose we want

to finds SHORT((lambda(x))(Susp(skol),x5x))(square)). We search
the scene for squares1 if we find one we then verify the rest of
the descriptions namely, the straight line projection lines, the

rear profile of the second square, and the lengths of lines,

parallels, etc. (Of course, in checking the projection lines we
need only check that the rear profile is correct, that the lines

join properly, that the correct lines are obscured, and. that the

proper faces appear.) Line descriptions require us to conjecture
the correct view and crawl around on the lines. Notice that the
description we hope to verify helps guide the tracking routine by
suggesting directions and line types (boundary, edge, roof etc.),
whether it is line description or a suspension.

Usually we have a subroutine whose purpose is to search the

scene for these basic descriptions. This routine uses the basic

description as a guide to the tracking routine in much the same way.



Suppose we are searching for a particular basic description"
and have found a line we hope will form one of the lines in the
description, When we reach a junction where several lines di-
verge, we refer to our description and continue tracking along
the line that seems most likely to be a continuation of the des-
cribtion.

For example, assume we want to find a Square and have track-
ed until we finds d

our first choice is b since it subtends 900 with respect to the
tracking lines If this fails we can try using our knowledge of
perspective to complete the Square. Also, we keep a record of all
the lines found and, when in a bind, we can try extending col-
linear lines with the appropriate obscuration conditions hypothe-
sized.

We remark tIat, in general, it is the duty of the recog-
nizer to account for every discrepancy between the description
and the input with a positive reason (lighting, obscuring bodies),
although when we are in a hurry we will only check for the basic
descriptions and an indication that the right kinds of connections
exist. Also, the feature located (i.e. which basic descriptions
and what sort of connections exist)Itend to alert us to the proper
view to verify. For instance, suppose we are looking for an in-
stance of (lambda (x,y))(Susp(skel(line),xy))(square i,triangle) .,
We begin by looking for either a square.or a triangles if we sees

then we know that the correct view to verify will be,



Other recognizer heuristics involve approximation and frill
elimination. These heuristics operate in terms of short lengths
and virtual collinearitys

Similarly, if a line is almost straight (only slightly wavy), and
line we are attempting to verify is not supposed to be absolutely

straight, we can assume that it is straight and blame the dis-
crepancy on poor input.

It may be (and we believe that it is desireable) that we

always want to run the preliminary recognizer until it finds a
complete instance of one of the basic. shapes. For example, if we
are attempting to locate a square and we come. across a. curved line,
we should continue to verify that it is a circle (or whatever).
The piurpose is to allow us to make some kind of judgement con-
cerning the identity of some of the objects in the scene. Thus
suppose we finds

AU 3-:



If a and a' are collinear, 'and b and b' are also, we might want
to conclude that the two parts form a cylinder (and without this

collinearity we might wish to conjecture two cylindersr.though
a more reasonable report. would be that there are two Circles).

The advantages of this are obvious, as we go along we are
gathering potentially useful information about the scene we are
viewing*. Since we are, a priori, admitting that these identifications
are error prone we can aff6rd some liberty at the price of later
conservatism. When pressed for time this sort of recognition
heuristic can be used to locate the desired object.

Finally, we might find ourselves in the situation where the

nature of the scene fails to account for discrepancies between

the description and the input. In this case we might want to
re-investigate our model to determine if there is a so far unm
discovered view like the one we are now studying.

38, To recognize skeleta, LoOp~p uspnsnidPhandgL•.io~ sspes ions
we first need to compute the skeleton of the object.

Initially we locate objects -by using collinearity extension
heuristics and various straight line approximations; perhaps we

can use a large percentage of the mechanisms mentioned in the
previous section. Once we have the skeleton we eithers

as match the skeleta
b, check the skeleton for a loop and then pass

control to the suspension recognizer (for loop
suspensions)

c, match the skeleta and pass control to the sus-
pension recognizer (for Long suspensions).

The extent to which searching for basic descriptions and searching

for skeleta are related has not been adequately intestigated.

38,1. Rotations are found by searching for the base description
or a circle.



39. We have given in amorphous form the rudiments of a theory
of vision (in the form of .a theory of object location) which, we
feel goes a long way towards the understanding of the visual
process.

We now give a brief outline of that theorys
a), Vision, as it is usually considered, is recog.

nizing objects. That is, unless we have something
with which to associate a visual image, it is
useless and gives rise to confusion.

b), The most efficient, and most often used, means
of recognition is verification. That is, we
havena description of the object in mind, an
understanding of the threeodimensional imt
plications of the description, and a method for
verifying that what we have in mind is in-
deed in front of us.

c), Our basic level of visual understanding is
primitive shapes from which we. build des-
criptions by means of various constructions
like suspensions, rotations, and attachments.
These constructions have a basic structure
which allows us to understand the object vis-
ually by filling in details on a modular form.
G~hese structures are -like natural transformations
in Category Theory wherein the nature of a fam-
ily of maps can be assessed without .reference
to the sets on which they are defined.)

d), A powerful tool in our visual -system is the

sk6leton which allows us to specify objects
by only mentioning their most basic &shape or
structure.



e), Our basie level of visual recognition is this
set of primitive shapes# we see these primo

itives as a structural whole without any ap-
parent effort. These primitive shapes are a
major basis for guessing what objects are and
for verifying them. Thus we LEe a triangle and
not three sides.

f), When we search a scene to find a particu4~.r
object we attempt to see an instance, of one
of its basic constituents. when we find one (or
several) we verify the rest.

g), As we scan the scene we recognize other pvhtm

itive shapes, and, on the basis of this and other
noted features near these shapes, we infer a
possible identity for this .object, but usually
do not pursue them much further.

),h), The notion of expecting what we will see and
then verifying it with a few checks is central
to the speed with which people must be able to
see in order to survive. When we see what we
do not expect, we are confused and it takes us
a while to see much of anything.

i), The semantic visual memory in terms of indexing
and its logical extensions Ais a step towards
allowing us to shift our expectations of a vis-

ual scene efficiently.



Postscript

In sections 26-34 we have presented to the reader a
method of description and a recipe for its uses the method and

the recipe are examples of a more abdact phenomenon that de-
serves explicit mention. Unfortunately this phenomenon is best

phrased in the language of category theory, but will be presented

here in a very informal manner.
There are several ingredients that need to be introduced

before the main defining properties are presented.
1. A set of descriptions called DESCR. Since we want to

deal with structured 46thriptions we require elements of

DESCR to be of the forms

Sti(D1*...D n )

St i is the st•ucture of the description and D...eg,Dn are
the •jA or orimit~ve deasj Dtltas.
Exampless Simple suspensions are structured descriptions
with the skeleton as the structure. General suspensions
and rotations.
2, Between two instantiations of the same structure is a
maps

g DESCRa--)DESCR

such that g(Sti(DI...,Dn)) * Sti(gID,.1**egnDn), which

simply tells how to change primitive descriptions to get

from one instantiation to another.
3, A set MOQ of models of objects. in E3 - that is, an
element of MOD is a collection of vertices, lines and
regions in 3-dimensional Euclidean space.
4. A maps

ModI a DESCR --mMOD



which, when given an element of DESCR, yields 2gp of its

models in MOD. There are typically many satisfactory cand-
idates for Mod 1 w i.e. since many models are rdations, di-
lations, or translations of a single model, there are several
set-theoretic maps that do assign to a given element of
DESCR one of its models On MO0 in a satisfactory manners
however, all maps mentioned in these sections will be sub-
ject to properties A and B below.
5, A set MODV of models in E2 of views of objects in MOD.
That is, elements in MODV are collections of vertices, lines,
and region in 2-dimensional Euclidean space that represent
the projections of elements of MOD onto the picture plane
as viewed from various viewing positions.
6, A maps

fas MOD- -- ~ODV

which, when given an element of MOD, yields its view (or
appearance) from viewing position a.
7s A set PVIEW characterised as "prescriptions of views"
of elements of DESCR.

Each element of PVIEW is a description of what a givenl
object looks like from a particular viewing position in
terms of spatial relationships and visibilities of per-
spectivo variations of the primitive descriptions (we
assume phat the views of the primitive descriptions are
known) Thus the elements of PVIEW are sa•boliJ descriptions
of the views of an object, and since they. are symbolic, there
are only a finite number of distinct viewing positions. For
instance, an elements of PYIEW might be likes "a front view
of D1 , side views of D2 and D3 1 (spatial relationships),"
Hence, we write the typical elements of PVIEW ass

PVia F "'( Dn) &*V

(V is the set of distinct viewing positions) which indicates



that these descriptions-are instantiations of patterns of
the forms

PVa(x1 .•,x n)

8, A maps

fa DESCR--)-PVIEW
which, given an element of DESCR, yields the appropriate

element of PVIEW.

In general we want fa to be a proceedural map rather than

a set-theoretic one. Thus we specify that fa is composed

of individual maps, each of which may depend on the part-

icular description in DESCR to which it is applied. Thus

we haves

fSti(Dl,*0ooD n )

st (DI99009D IN( D1,... , Dsi n) Da n**)

ands f (St (Dl....VDn)) f St (D .'' Dn (Sti(D1....,)

Hence, though there is but one set-theoretic map, there may

be as many proceedural maps composing that map as there are

elements in DESCRI property B will make a statement about

this and the structure of PVIEW.

9, A map, entirely analagous to Mod1, called Mod 2
Mod2s PVIEW --umw MODV

10, Finally a maps
Ss PVIEW m~4 PVIEW

such that g*(PVa(ij*Dn)) PVa (SiDi....gnDn)

where the gj are as in 2.



monerty i.

All maps above are such that for aeV

DESCR

Modl 1

MOD

commutes. (i.eo Mod2f af fMod1 )

... > PVIEW

SMod
1,O2

... I • MODV

For all Sti (Dl'.*,Dn)

Sti (D 1 o . , Dn )

a&lu 1 **""guJn'

i D )
St a (8D ,.*.,snD
a__ .oo

a(D1 1 Dn)

a PV(D1'..on n)

commutes

__ ___

~lr~clc~CI

. .. --- fn--m-- -- -. -- m



First consider Property-A. As mentioned above there are
many elements of MOD which could be the image of an element of
DESCR under a proposed map ModIs Property A insures that we have
defined Mod 1 and Hod2, which shares the same Mileuma, in a con-
sistent manner. In light of this argument, however, we see that
the left inverse of Mod 2 exists. I.e.

3 Mod 3 : 3 40DV *~-) PVIEW

Mod 3Hod 2 a 'PVIEW

such that

although

Mod 2Hod3 IMODV "

Since Mod 2 fa fod 1 we have Mod 3Mod 2fa * Mod 3flod 1

which implies that f a * od f~iodi"

This states that the system

DESCR PVIEN

is as powerful as generating a model, manipulating views with
fa, and abstracting a description with Mod3 .

So we can bartition the diagram as followss

f
DESCR .4PVIEW

Mod

MOD

nod
3

Mod 2

MODV

SY~BOLIC

MODEL-THEORETIC

and see that one need not leave the symbolic world if property A
holds

perhaps



Defining Maps-the Same Way

Sometimes we want to say that, mathematically, two maps
are examples of the same proceedure, although they are dtstinct
entities in a strict senses when such a situation arises we say
that the tpo maps are "defined the same way".

Suppose .we kve the follOwing diagrams

f I -A 1 2 C

B )W40I u D

Suppose that ABC, and D have some kind of structure which,
I, we are interested in, and, 2, is similar is some clear and
relevant way, Formally we satisfy these requirement.s by demanding
that AB,C, apd D be objects of the same Category.

Also assume that &l and g2 are maps that, 1, preserve the
structure, and0 2, are similar in some clear and relevant way.
Formally this is done.by demanding that S1 and 92 are images
oadbshe same asp (in another category) under two functors (thus
A(B) and C(D) are images of the same object under these two
functors).

Then, if, for all such SI and 82

f
A C

&1 g2

B. D

commutes (g2f1  2 f 291 ), tenay that f1 and f 2 are defined the
same way; that is, the definitions *f f 1 and f 2 depend only on
the structure shared by A and B. This is. intuitively clear since,
over all possible gS and 92, it does qt lmatter whether we alter



the details of the structure and apply f2 or apply fl and then
alter the details. (Those familiar with Category Theory will
recognize the natural transformation in some disguise.)

It is now clear that property B indicates that fa i(DhoEE Dn)
st (g1Djp*,g Dn )

and fa i a " n ) are "defined the same way" with respect
to the structure St i . Sti(D1,...,Dan) Sti(81D1',..g nD ),
PV (Da e .eiD), and PVf A(gD...eapn ) have the same fewmal
structures, also S and a obviously preserve these structures
(since each is an isomorphism) in entirely analagous ways. Thus
all the conditions mentioned in the previous section have been
satisfied, which means there is a single proceedure for each

structure rather than a multiplicity of them; we writes

fa(St (Do"9Dn) ) W fSt i (ki(Dieo.,*Dn)).

Furthermore the image of a is is morphic to DESCR, and there is

one such isomorphic copy for each aV.o
Hence any descriptive system that obeys properties A and B

is such that the maps (or proceedures) yielding the prescriptions
of views depends only on the underlying structures .of the .des-
criptions.

For example. Ln the case of suspensions the structure is
essentially the skeletons and the proceedure for determining the
basic views depends only on the skeleton .(Naturally many views
dependson the concavities of the basic doscriptions,)

In the case of rotations, the structure has no intuttiv&ly
interesting representation, although the map, rot ias perhaps
more transparent than those for skeletas

Attachments accordding to a skeletal plan can possibly be
a useful example of this system.

In conclusion, the power of the system is derived ,from

property A, while the potential usefulness is evident in



property B. Moreover, if the simplicity obtained from the fact

that there is only one proceedure for determining the basic

views for each structure can be augmented by the internal sim-
plicity of these proceedures, this system will indeed be of
significant value in machine vision.
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